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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6003 190 4.51 1.62 31 9 1/4 33.5 7.15 4.47 117" 14

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

Z/Slot WR
DOB (Age)

4-10-92 (24)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

DiGregorio, Nathan

TEAM

Buffalo Bills13 - 2nd - BUF

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (CASC)

Prospect (Last, First)

Woods, Robert

2015: at JAX 10/25, at NYJ 11/12, at NE 11/23, at KC 11/29, at PHI 12/13

20
Winning %

45%
Positions Started

INJURIES

At least 80 Targets, 40 Rec, 550 Yards, and 3 Rec TDs in each of 3 NFL seasons

Third year pro who has started 38 of 44 career games, including 9 starts in 14 games in 2015. Suffered

significant left and right groin tears during 2015 Training Camp, didn’t tell anyone outside the locker room, and

played through substantial pain until going on IR week 16 and undergoing offseason surgery. First season

under HC Rex Ryan, OC Greg Roman, and WR Coach Sanjay Lee in run-heavy offense on defensive-oriented

team. Solid height, weight, build, arm length, and hand size, along with adequate athletic ability, characterized

by good fluidity, solid quickness and foot speed, adequate COD, marginal balance, and poor explosiveness.

Athletic ability, esp. explosiveness, appeared much worse in 2015 than in previous NFL seasons due to groin

injury. Solid overall ability to release from LOS and displays good foot quickness and agility vs Press without

Jam. Good mental processing ability, exhibiting good recognition and patience sitting in voids of Zone, esp.

when lined up on the outside, very good awareness of the 1st Down marker, especially on 3rd Down, good

sideline awareness, good QB scramble adjustments, and very good angles on routes involving picks with other

Receivers. Displays very good fluidity on Speed Outs and solid quickness getting into the top of Curls and

Comebacks. Possesses good hands, consistently plucks uncontested passes softly in stride and when stationary,

and does a very good job of getting his hands underneath low passes. Exhibits solid body control adjusting to

passes outside his frame, very good adjustments to low passes, good adjustments to high passes in a limited

sample size, and good body control on the sideline. After the catch, turns upfield quickly, shows solid

burst/speed, competes well through contact, and consistently falls forward. Good competitive toughness,

played 14 games through significant pain in 2015, consistently stays on the field after targets, receptions, and

deep routes, and shows good hustle on run plays, routes not expecting the pass, and as an occasional fill-in on

the Kickoff team. Very good run blocker, displaying very good feet, body positioning, aggressiveness, strength,

and tenacity. Adequate acceleration off LOS when given a free release. When facing Jams, tends to take the easy

way out by releasing opposite the CB’s Press alignment and allowing the CB to dictate his release, and struggles

to disengage from Jams due to adequate play strength. One speed player with poor explosiveness on vertical

routes, and is consistently unable to get on top of coverage on vertical routes. Displays adequate separation

quickness, takes too many steps to get out of his breaks, and shows adequate acceleration out of his breaks.

Tends to body catch in-breaking routes over the middle and possesses poor hand strength to hold onto the

catch after taking a hit. Displays adequate body control when catching passes through contact and does a

marginal job of maintaining his balance to be in position to run after the catch. Is adequate after the catch,

doesn’t show the strength to break tackles, and displays poor shiftiness to make defenders miss. Doesn’t show

the ability to take over in critical moments and was less effective as the season progressed, likely due to the

increased effects of the groin injury. Overall, a back-up Z and Slot WR with good FBI and toughness who excels

on short-to-intermediate routes and is a very good blocker. Lacks the explosiveness to stretch the field

vertically, struggles to accelerate out of breaks, and was hindered by a groin injury throughout the 2015

season.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

44
Games Started

38
Games Won

Explosiveness, Balance, Separation Quickness

PROJECTION Back-up Z and Slot WR with good mental processing, competitive toughness, and hands 

who excels on short-to-intermediate routes and is a very good blocker. Lacks the 

explosiveness to stretch the field vertically, struggles to accelerate out of breaks, and is 

adequate after the catch. AA was hindered by a groin injury throughout the 2015 season.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Blocking, Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness

WORST

Z

Run-heavy offense that allows him to run primarily short-to-intermediate routes.

2013 - Missed Weeks 10 & 11 with left ankle injury which required off-season surgery; 

2015 - Tore groin on left & right sides during TC, Missed only Weeks 16 & 17, and 

underwent off-season surgery

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


